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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK:

I hope everyone enjoyed his/her
summer. As I said in my last chat with
you, Mijo and I enjoyed our trip to and
cruise in Alaska. It was a most welcome

break from work at GE and the daily toil in
the garden. One of these days, I might
learn not to plant so much, but we do
enjoy the fresh vegetables that I grow.

Mijo has started back to work at the
high school and, as usual, is spending
many hours here at home preparing
lesson plans and grading papers. Who
was it who said that teachers only work six
or seven hours a day? They didn't count
the hours prepping and grading at home,
did they?
Bonnie has told me that we have some

very interesting articles this month, to
include stories about summer trips, the
Three Flags Classic and a special 1000
mile ride in Nevada. I am waiting for my
copy, so I can join you in reading them.

I am planning a cooler ride. If things
work out, I will try a ride to my boyhood
home in New Mexico for Thanksgiving. I
will be able to take ten days off, and
actually only use three days vacation. It
should be a good time to go on a cooler
ride. Perhaps, I will be able to ride up to
Moriarty and visit with Glenn, KD5BP and
Georgia, N5GOY. Who knows? If the
forecast is not for good weather, I might
have to take a four-wheeler. Keep your
fingers crossed and help me plan on good
weather!

Attendance at our monthly meeting has
been light for the past three months. I
hope that was due to summer vacations.
We have still had a good time with some
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very large 50-50 pots and some very good
door prizes for our members and guests to
choose from wfhen their number was

pulled from the basket. Come and join us
on the fourteenth of October, it might just
be your turn to take home a nice prize or a
few dollars.

I have received two plaques from the
ADA, one from the Orange Co. chapter
and one from the Inland Empire chapter,
both thanking MARC for the assistance
provided during the 1999 Tours de Cure.
Both chapters appreciate the dedication of
those MARC members who helped in the
race to find a cure for diabetes. The

Orange Co. committee is already working
on next year's ride. This should be
interesting, as it will be combined with the
Los Angeles chapter and the ride will be in
both Orange Co. and Los Angeles Co.
The Riverside group will start organizing

the 2001 ride next month, after the Inland
Empire Walk for the Cure on October 28. 1
have volunteered to assist the Riverside

Amateur Radio Club as a communicator

for the walk as they are short of radio
operators.

I have been conducting our monthly nets
on the Bam system. I know it is 440 and
our members outside of the So. Cal.

cannot hear me. However, I shall remind
the rest of you that this is our means of
updating the membership on current
events and schedule changes. Yes, we do
communicate with a lot of our members

via the Internet, but this is not the
computer or Internet motorcycling club, so
set your alarm for 1930 HRS., that 7:30
PM, on Wednesday evening, and join me
for the M/VRC Net. I will be on BARN, if
am not there look for me on MARC
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Simplex.
i hope everyone is ready for the MS 150,

on 7 and 8 October. We should have a

good report on this event in next month's
newsletter. Mijo will be on the food truck
as communicator again this year, and I
will be on patrol somewhere on the route.
John, KC6ZOZ, will be making area
assignments the morning of the event. I
hope i get a good area. Then again there
aren't many bad areas up and down the
coast, here in So. C^ai.

Bill, KE6UUD, has been busy getting
everything ready for the Love Ride.
Sunday, November 12, 2000 is the day.
Sounds like it will be real interesting this
year. John Kay and Steppenwoif will be
the entertainment at Glendale prior to the
ride and Creedence Cleanvater Revisited

and Blood Sweat and Tears vnii be the

headiiners at the lake. Of course lunch will

be from Tony Roma's Barbecue, (i know
Ray, KD6FHN, loves his ribs from Tony's).
The Motorcycle Trade Show will showcase
new motorcycles & accessories available
from many different vendors. Oh yes,
don't miss the Mike Schwarts Skydiving
Team and the Victor Mcl^glen Motor
Corps show. This will be a Love Ride to
remember, come and join us for Love Ride
17. Contact Bill, or myself, as soon as
possible, to get your name placed on the
MARC ride list. Remember this is The

Largest Motorcycle Fundraising Event In
The World.

Until we speak again, may ail your
frequencies be clear and your roads
be dry. Keep the frog on top!
John F, Reynolds, WSJFR
Johnkd6nxc@aoLcom
Home Ph. # (909) 820 0509



CRUISIN' THE SUMMER AWAY

When last we talked, I was on my laptop
writing from my daughter's place in
Oveidb, FL.
Since then we have put on about 17,000

miles of the new to us 96 Wing. Just
since May we have put on about 23,000
miles on the two 96 Wings.
Well let's see, I kissed and hugged the

grandchildren and the daughter good
bye on Tuesday Aug. 8th and headed for
the famous Deals Gap. I rode through
Deals Gap Aug. 9th for the second time I
discovered when I recognized the signs.
But the first time was a long time ago and
riding it again was another wonderful
experience.
Then I headed West on 1-40 from

Knoxville TN to Conway AR and spent the
night there. The next morning I headed up
AR65 through Branson MO and followed
back roads all the way to Kansas City, KS.
There I stayed a couple of days with
Bonnie's daughter Jennifer and her
husband to be, Mark (Get 21 st). The
weather was hot, 100 plus degrees was
the norm. I got to go to work one day with
Jennifer and see how she manages all the
difficulties connected to supervising the
construction of hundreds of condos and

apartments In a very large development.
From KG I took 1-29 North and started

running into Hatieys coming South from
Sturgis. I stayed on 1-29 to Sioux Falls, SD
and then took 1-90 to MKchell, SD. From
Sioux Falis to Mitchell it was solid Harteys
going East.
In Mitchell I visited my sister. The third

moming I was there I woke up so dizzy
that I had to hang on to the wall or
furniture to stand up. After a couple of
hours I was alright, but the experience
scared me. So I packed the bike and
headed for home to Irvine.

Sixteen hundred eight miles and 48
hours later I was home safe. I went to the

doctor at the first chance I could and they
found out that I had high blood pressure,
but they couldn't find a reason for it. The
doctor sent me to the hospital for some
Ultra Sound tests on the carotid arteries

and some other tests, but stiil haven't
found anything wrong. Now I take high
biood pressure medicine (ALTACE) and a
blood thinner (PLAVIX), for you folks that
share that condition with me. I hate

growing old. I haven't had the dizzy spell
again.
At this point we still had a lot of summer

ridding to do. So Thursday, August 31st
we headed down to San Ysidro to get

ready to start the SOMA 3 Flags Classic.
We, Mike/Gwen, Rod/Sharon, Bonnie and
I started the grueling 2600 mile, 5 day
ride at 4;30am Friday morning Sept. 1st.
This years 3 Flags Classic started in
Tijuana. The check points were, Bryce UT,
Blanding ,UT, Rock Springs WY, Cook
City MT (you talk about an out-of-the-way
place), Helmsville MT (our MARC Member
John Helms laid out this years 3 Flags
route so you know we had to go to
Helmsville), Jasper AB Canada and then
finishing at Edmonton AB. We finished
Tuesday Sept. 5th at the Fantasy Land
Hotel in the worlds largest enclosed mall.
Can you imagine what it takes to heat that
place when it's 20 or more degrees below
zero? And they have a very large beach
with a huge swimming area larger then a
football field. Where the pool and beach
are, it's 80 degrees. We walked around the
mall for 2 days and still did not see
everything I am sure.
The 25th Annual 3 Flags Classic

banquet was held Wed. night right there in
the Fantasyland Hotel. We have done the
3 Flags Classic 15 times and this was the
best banquet by far. I mean they had 2
huge screens running all the time showing
the stage or showing pictures of what had
taken place on the ride over the past 5
days, and the days since. Thanks to our
MARC Member Dean K05HEL, for that
and the great pictures that were on the
screens. All the equipment to so this and
the technology to do this was provide by
Dean. Thank you Dean.
MARC had at least 14 members at the 3

Flags Classic Banquet this year. A great
time was had by all. Except none of us
won the new motorcycle. It was so
wonderful to see all our friends again that
we have made over the many years we
have been doing the 3 Fiags Classia
The following moming Bonnie and I eased
out of Edmonton after saying our good
byes to those that had not left ahead of us.
We made it about 600 miles down to

Helena MT that day. We had decided to
make it to San Jose for the first ever Bay
Area MARC Chapter meeting on Sunday
Sept. 10th. So when we got to Pocatello
ID we took 1-86 West to Twin Falls to Hwy
93 South to Wells NV. We took 1-80 West

to Winnemucca NV where we stayed the
2nd night on our way home. The next
day. Saturday, we went on West through
Reno, Sacramento and on to Roger's
home in San Jose. We had talked to

Roger several times on the built into the
bike cell phone and then when we got
close we could use the ham radios

and the local repeaters. Finally, Roger
talked us into his home on MARC

Simplex. The communications was
wonderful.

Saturday night, Roger and Sharon took
us out to their favorite sea food restaurant

for the best sea food you can buy
anywhere. Then they treated us to a
movie, "The Perfect Storm" was showing
and I had wanted to see it. The great thing
about visiting Roger, is that Roger and
Sharon are the perfect hosts. I told them I
am going to think up a lot of reasons for
having to come to their house.;-) Smiling
The first meeting of the new MARC

Chapter in the bay area was certainly a
rousing success. I'll let someone else write
about that, as I am sure they have. But I
do want to welcome the new members

and congratulate all those in the new
MARC Chapter.
Right after the meeting of the new

MARC Chapter, Bonnie and I said our
good byes and headed home to Irvine
CA., arriving home about 6pm Sunday.
I was only home 3 days before It was time
to head out again. It was a busy 3 days
getting the bike cleaned up and serviced,
washing clothes, going to the doctor one
more time and trying to get caught up
from 10 days not being on the MARC List.
I had over 300 messages from the MARC
List and personal email.
This time and with a new riding partner.

Dean K06HEL and t headed out for

Gerlach NV at 6am on Thursday moming
September 14th. We were headed to
Gerlach to take part in a World Record
attempt for the IBA (Iron Butt Assoc.). The
World Record for the most riders to do the

Saddle Sore 1000 Mile Ride In 24 hours

on the same course, at the same time was
held by a Harley Club in Texas.
Sixty four riders left Gerlach at 7pm

Friday night, all 64 riders finished before
the deadline, Saturday night at 7pm.
Dean has written a complete account of

the Gerlach NV Ride, so I will let you read
his article for all the details. It should be In

this months newsletter or next. Besides,
he is a much better vwiter then I am.
Since getting back from Gerlach, there

hasn't been much riding done. Just
going to Huntington Honda on Saturdays
and pre riding the MSI 50 course
yesterday to test the repeaters we will be
using. Then of course, the MSI 50 this
weekend.

"SAFE RIDES AND CLfAR
FREQUENCIES"

Ray Davis KD6FHN
<raykd6fhn@earthlink.net>
949-551-1036 Fardlf 949-551-3042



^  MARC BAY AREA MEETING

Our Northern Califomia MARC meeting has been a roaring
success. I came away from the meeting amazed at the quality of
the people and their enthusiastic energy level. It isn't often when
10 people gather in a room that they find so much common interest
and congeniality. Clearly, we are off to a roaring start with this
tremendous collection of riders.

For the time being, I will act as the group leader until we can
handle a more democratic decision in the next few months. My
primary interest for the near future is to build group cohesion so
that we can strengthen our core. To this end, we decided on a few
goals:
1. Meet again at the same place on Sunday, October 8th at 1 PM
and keep to a regular meeting schedule so others will find us
predictable.
2. Try and get the meeting moved into a closed area so we don't
need to use excessive volume as a means of dealing with the
restaurant's natural QRM.

3. Create a group poster that will be placed in various places that
are involved in motorcycles or amateur radio. On this poster we
will list the name of our group, a few paragraphs about who we are,
what we do and how we are connected to the original MARC group.
We will also use a local phone number to log and handle the calls,
but we will depend upon the original MARC group to handle any
sample newsletter mailings we might need. To work through some
of the items in this goal, I'll use an email discussion process for
each item until we have reasonable group agreement On our
poster, we will use the MARC logo, as it currently appears on the
document that the original MARC GROUP is sending to us this
week. Once all the items on this poster have been decided, we will
create the artwork and bring the posters to our next meeting for
member distribution. This poster display should go a long way to
alerting others of our presence.
4. Actively try to bring other riders to the meeting that we think
might have interest our group.
5. Create a regional mailing list that is open so that people can test
drive and learn about us before committing more formally.
6. Publish the pictures taken at the meeting in some manner and
create prints of the group photo captured on digital film.
7. Not discussed at our l^t meeting, but presented by one of our
members is to construct a web site that highlights our members
and our group activities. This site will be linked to the main site so
that it shows we are node off the original MARC group. I like web
sites because they remove time, for the most part, as a limiting
problem in communications and publications are cost capped
regardless of the distribution size. It will also allow us to highlight
our local membership and give us a flexible environment to display
any "How-To' and or technical publications that support out
interest.

During our first meeting I wasn't sure about my commitment to
support the Boy Scout bicycling event the weekend of the next
meeting. After looking at the date, I can confirm that the Coyote
Creek Cycling Classic is on Saturday. October 7"^. This won't
Interfere with our Sunday meeting on the S"'. If any others in our
group would like to participate in this event, let me know. It is a
relatively easy event on some nice riding roads around the Uvas
reservoir in the Morgan Hill area. Motorcycles are the best support
this event has because we can maneuver around on these country
roads without slowing down the cyclist. If you've not tried to
support an event, this is a good event to start on because it isn't
very long and the kids getting help really beneTit.
Well, that covers the list of items discussed in our startup

meeting. If we can continue this level of momentum, we can look
forward to some great riding fun.
Bay Area members; Ralph Burr KG6BHP, Dan Curry K6DLC,

Henry Tate KE60RF, Don Weber KA7QQV, JP Rouland
KE6UXM, David Sawyer (No call yet) & myself Roger. Also
present at the meeting was Bill De La Mater KB6LFM, Ray &
Bonnie Davis.

Roger Rines WB1CFQ <rdrines@psn.net>

MS 1S0K

While you are reading this the MS 150K 2000 will have
been tucked in bed for this year. In next month's newsletter
will be all the particulars on the event with the participants.

I just want to thank everyone in advance for assisting "MARC
with this event - it is a great charity and well worth your while.
Looks like the weather may be a little warm so we will be toting lots
of water.

John Edwards KC6ZOZ <Johnkc6zoz@juno.com>

LOVE RIDE 17

Well if s that time of the year again. Nope, not talking about
Christmas. Its the MS150 and Love Ride season. The MSI 50
will probably be history by the time you read this so I will try to get
you hyped up for Love Ride coming up on November 12. This is
the day after the November MARC meeting.

After the MARC November meeting there will be a short Love
Ride meeting to hand out the latest info for the ride the next day.
If you are signed up for this ride please try to make this meeting. I
will be going to my last Love Ride meeting before the ride on
October 10th. At that time I have to give them a count of the
number of people from our group so that I can get the park passes,
lunch tickets, etc. If you have not signed up for this ride and still
would like to do it, contact me and I will see what I can do. There is
usually 1 or 2 cancellations and I can more than likely
accommodate late sign-ups.
As always there will be plenty of celebrities and great

entertainment at both Glendale and Castaic Lake. This year they
will have John Hay & Steppenwolf, Creedence Cleaiwater
Revisited and Blood, Sweat and Tears featuring David Clayton
Thomas and of course Jay Leno will be there as grand marshal.
So come and join us for the Love Ride and enjoy the great
entertainment and a good lunch cooked up by Tony Roma's.

73 from your Love Ride coordinator,
Bill Douglas KE6UUD <wbdke6uud@earthllnk.net>

HF NETS HF NETS

I'm still working on the antenna situation but hope I can get it
solved very shortly. Just hang in there and I will let you know just
what, where and when.

Thanks....

Ted Moody KB6CUS <kb6cus@gw.w6trw.am pr.org>

'The days are very long, but the years are very short."

'The formula for happiness: something to do, something to love,
something to hope for.' (Martin Janis Woman's World 10/97)

'Kindness is the oil that takes the friction out of life." (anonymous)



NEW DATES FOR "CPR" CLASSES

CPR - That stands for Cardipulmonary Resuscitation. That is a
procedure that everyone needs to "knov/". it may very weil be the
procedure that saves the life of your wife, child, parent, friend, or
even a stranger.

This article is being reprinted from an earlier publication to
publicize the new class d^es.
As MARC members, we especially are in a position to possibly

be the first person to find someone needing CPR — And we need to
be ready and trained to meet the occasion.
The life that needs to saved might just possibly be YOUR OWN -

And wouldn't it be nice if a fellow MARC member was right there —
READY. WILLING, AND ABLE.
Not only do you need to be trained to perform the procedure -

you need to be retrained every two years. These dasses generally
cost anywhere from $25 to $35. and well worth it. But hold on to
your money. HAVE WE GOT A DEAL FOR YOU I
The Garden Grove Adult Education Program is offering the CPR

Course and the Basic Standard First Aid Course — For the
unheard of fee of only $10.
The all day classes are conducted only on Saturdays, and you

must pre-register in person, presenting a picture ID, and paying
for the class, at the Lincoln Center, 11262 Garden Grove Blvd.
You may phone them at (714) 663-6291 for information about class
availability - But they will not hold a position for you. Spaces are
limited — So don't procrastinate.
Upcoming class dates are; Get 7,14,28; Nov 4,18; Dec 2,9;

Jan 20, 27
This CPR class will provide students with knowledge and skills

necessary to recognize, and initiate treatment needed for airway
obstructions, and respiratory arrest in adult, child and Intents.
Successful completion will provide the student with a CPR and
Emergency Cardiac Provider Card — The Heartsavers Course,
from the American Heart Association.

The Basic First Aid portion of the Course will provide the student
with a certificate in Basic First Aid.

The President and the Board of Directors join me in urging
each and every member to prepare themselves for that moment
when someone needs CPR — AND THERE IS NO ONE THERE

BUT YOU 1

Billy Hall N6EDY
<blllyN6edy@aol.comx blllyn6edy@)uno.com>

THIS AND THAT

Hello everyone, this is being sent to the editor from somewhere^
on the road. Anita and I are off again. The place we "have to be,"
is In Oriskany, New York.

I am attending my old aircraft carriers 50th anniversary, and
reunion.. I was aboard her when she was only a couple of years
old. She is named after the town, and battle cX Oriskany, she wa
first CVA-34, later after modification she became, CV-34. She was
a fun ship to be on. I loved watching the aircraft operations. I was
assigned to the bridge so I could see everything. We have another
MARC member who was also a member olf her crew at one time,
right Tom?
We will be seeing the leaves tum to brilliant colors of tell, and

going down the eastem seaboard. We will visit relatives in South
Carolina and my brother in Georgia. It should be a fun trip, but this
time we are doing it in the car because it is getting cold over on that
side of the country.
One of two things I want to report on this month is the new

mirrors I had Installed on *01." They have built in
directional arrows like some of the new SUVs. They »
work GREATIII I actually have cars back away and let me make
my lane changes now. At first I thought it was a fluke, but it keeps
happening. It is great that the cars actually realize that I am going
to make a lane change. The directional LED's are out away from
the bike far enough that they actually signal lane changes. They
are pricey at $351.00 installed, but in my case at least they are well
worth the investment.

Subject two is supposed to be atrout an antenna that I recently
won at one of the MARC meetings, but I just really haven't had
enough riding with it to give a good comprehensive report on it. I
do know that it doesn't have the gain th^ the Comet HP-32 has,
and it does not fold over. Bruce, I'll give a better report next time.
Well, that is about it for this time. As I write this, I am in

Bartleville, OK. The terther east I go, the better the gas prices
become, but I hear they will begin going back up as I go east
Right now, $1.39 seems like a real gas bargain after what we have
been paying on the west coast.
Thanks for reading me. Love Ya.

De Witt Morgan KM6UK <dewltt@home.cGm>

HELLO FROM ILLINOIS

Well the summer was too nice for sitting around in meetings. So
we made the most of it Until the H. D. developed a problem, that
is. I haven't spent too much time trying to foe it, I just switched to a
bicycle, with a third wheel and a seat known as a "Hitch hiker" and
Zac and I rode that all around. He thought it was a blast! Grandma
would go some times, and that 4 year old boy would work his little
behind off to beat her where ever we were going. It was funny, he
pedaled so hard I had to coast to keep the speed under control.

I ran Into James Von OInhauser (N9UZC)., at the Greyslake
Hamfest, but didn't get to visit much. I was in a booth much of the
time, and couldn't catch up to him again. Thought I might see a few
more members there, but no dice on that.
Norm has taken another job, so he wont be riding much for a

while. Well winter is almost here, so maybe that isnt all bad. Just
so he Is free next summer again.
Marsha's mother passed away just as vte were going to leave for

Sturgis, so we didnt even get there. We did make the New Lisbon
IBMC campout. Zac was with us there too. His pictures can be
seen by connecting to "httD://plast6rs.isluckv.com" t hen click
on "family pictures" in the right hand column. Next click on
recreation to see our motorcycling and hobby pictures.
We missed getting to have dinner with Lewis, as he was almost

ready to leave before I knew he was in the area.
If any one is going to be in the area, let me know a bit ahead of

time so we can get together.

Paul Plasters K9PEP <peplasters@rockfbrd.com>

"MARC" INFO::::::::

OCT 7/e-MS 150K ORANGE CO
8- BAY AREA 2ND MEETING

13- MARC BREAKFAST MEETING
31-HALLOWEEN

NOV 1- NEWSLETTER ARTICLES DUE
11- MARC BREAKFAST MEETING

12- LOVE RIDE 17
23-THANKSGIVING

29- DECEMBER NEWSLETTER ARTICLES DUE
DEC 9- MARC BREAKFAST MEETING

25-CHRISTMAS



SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TOUR DE CURE

Orange County & Los Angeles County have combined for the
year 2001 Tour de Cure eliminating double rides being done on the
same days.
We started having meetings in July for our ride on May 19th,

2001. The route is established and approved, which takes in a
little LA County & Orange County. With the start and end at
Eldorado Park off 605 Fwy.

If you know of anyone who would be interested in being on the
committee in another capacity, please contact the ADA office in
Santa Ana at (714) 662-7940. Ask for Sahar.

Michael Pryzbylo KE6GYC <mpkeygyc@pavbell.net>

SUMMER GONE

Fall is coming! First I hear the crickets chirping in the
middle of July. Folklore or legend has it up here that from
the first chirp a cricket makes to the firs frost is 6 weeks! We have
had a good summer In Minnesota. Most of the rain has fallen at
night. Kind of disappointing to some of us who like to watch the
storms roll thru. Last Friday night another storm rumbled the
windovre In the early morning hours. Stirred me once but sleep
returned.

Figured it was time for some extra rides Into the desolate areas of
Minnesota. Had planned to head for the northwest however as
plans go, there Is also flexibility to remember. Instead of a long trip
I left on Sunday the 27th to see a cousin who rides and lives about
200 miles north. Plenty of time to ride and see the country and
think along the way. I had hoped that my wife Karen would have
her call sign before I took off. Yknow another way of staying in
touch as we have read and heard In this group. But the call hadnt
come thru yetl Patience is nice sometimes.

Surprised to see the colors changing along the roads! Not all
trees but the hint is there. Sumac is bright reds and yellows and
some dS the oaks had dropped the leaves. Yet temperature was in
the upper 70's, almost a tease to this old traveler.
HT is in the tankbag on scan. Most traffic isn't ham bands but

police frequencies from the cities. Still its nice to be informed.
Threaded my way thru heavy traffic up 1-94 then north on old hwy
71. Nicer to get away from the cement road and all the travelers.
Stopped for fuel. Talk was the price is going up another 20 cents
for Labor Day. What to do about it and shaking of each head as
they paid the attendant. Course In this state there are more boats
than motorcycles. Fuel is critical to these small towns and the
resorts around most lakes. And too, with Labor Day approaching
means tourists would leave for the most part until next May.
Found my cousin's house only to find a for sale sign along the

road and an empty house! Went back to Pine River and asked
around but no one knew the answer to my mysterious cousin. Well
I hadn't called ahead so it was my fault I spose. Headed south on
371 to Brainerd then west on 210 to Pllager, MN. South again on
another backroad til I finally found the gravel road to my sister's
house. Beeped the hom and my nephev/s spilled out the back door
with a friend behind them, Sam is 15 and asked wrtiy I showed up
without warning.
He was carrying a no-code book written by Mr. West. "I know the
first half of the book." Sam. was smiling, Tm not ready yet to take
the test but later this fell.* Most of what Sam was telling me
muffled as I pulled the helmet off and removed the ear plugs.
"Yeah just keep working at it," I replied. Shook his hand and his
brother Johno. 'Need something to eat Tim?* my sister Becky
asked and I nodded. She fixed me a couple hamburgers on her
new hot plate type grill. We talked of the family and if we should

get together next Monday. Seems the whole nation is taking my
birthday off...heheheh.. Played Pass the Pig., little pigs
made of erasure type material which you throw like dice.
Matthew who is 8 or 9 I don't remember, beat me with 120 points.
Well got to make the kids feel good somehow!
Getting close to 8pm so I said goodbye to the kids and my sister.

We would see each other soon. Atiout 2 hours home arid I wanted
to get there before the news was over. BMW purred as it should.
Watching the odometer nopw, finally 82,000 rolled into view.
Turned on the ht and dialed in the super link from Collegville, MN
147,015, waited for the net to come on at 9pm. I had that I would
pass through St. Cloud at 9pm however the traffic was really
moving. Soon the net control came on and asked for emergency
traffic, hearing none he called for people from Mpis node &
Collegville to report. The superiink reaches along the interstates of
94&29. Even into Candad to Winnipeg. The track bone is 440
machines with tone controls at each site. If I wanted to reach
Karlstad, MN which is 350 miles from Minneapolis,
I would dial In the tones for the MpIs machine and then
dial in the repeater tones from Karstad. Almost as cool as
California Repeaters and the range you guys have! We can hear
out to the western Dakotas.
Anyways I called out my call, "kbOrtz, kilo bravo zero romeo

tango zed...Tim on a motorcycle In Becker." Soon the net control
responded and didn't mention the bike but it a nice feeling to be
heard even on the old bike.
Listened to the other cities calling in and soon the net was over

however I was almost at the end of my trip. I had hoped to do 400
miles by the time I rolled into the alley. 389 was close enough!
Another good trip down. Still plenty of time to ride up here for
entertainment. Not like Ray and the Frequent Biker
Miles...heheheh

73 Tim Undstrom KBORTZ

ROLL MODEL

<kbOrtztim@iuno.com>

In the shadows and crevices of this nation there are the quiet
people who dont get involved or have the excitement qu'rte like
Ray... Miles added to his steed these past few months can cause
quite a stir to those who only ride 2000 per year.
Some of us try to follow our leader and others dont have the time
to make such an effort. Excuses from living where summer is brief
to having a motorcycle which is too old abound when discussing
the Joys of being out in the world instead of driving through it.
Therefore in humility of this moment I just would like to say that I
passed my 10,000 miles in 24 weeks. Not as fast as our friend with
the white Goldwing. However we did see lots of territory this year
and continue to ride until forced to take a cage.

Thanks to you, Ray for all the stories good and bad this past
summer. Thanks for the openness into your life and letting us ride
along with you throughout this great nation! And Thanks Bonnie
for keeping Ray healthyl
Yep riding season is drawing to a close In some areas. However

now that the Football season is in full swing there is more room on
feose roads. So what are you doing reading this?

Get out there and make friends, ride and enjoy, and send
those stories to Bonnie so we can sit in our comer and nod
with approvai, reflecting on the summer of 2000

73

Tim Undstrom KBORTZ <kbOrl2tim@|uno.com>

"THANKS TiM FOR YOUR EFFORTS. YOU DO A GREAT JOB"



Baja, Mexico 2000
By Don Weber - KA7QQV
dwebers@flash.n6t

During preparation I decided to only take the dual band ham
radio and APRS equipment I didn't think the APRS would work
very far In to Mexico, but I was interested where the system would
drop off. For those also Interested, APRS tracking ended about 40
miles below Mexico border on highway 1 north Ensenada, Mexico.

My travel plan for this trip was to head to San Diego, stop at the
Motoport Company to pick up my repaired coat damaged In my
January accident They needed to replace one arm on the coat
and several zippers. They also added a little extra material to the
sides of coat Cost for all that work was only $80. For Motoport
this had to be a loss because of all the labor that Is Involved with
the repairs and garment changes. Let It be known they like to
support their customers and are an excellent company with which
to do business. See their web site at http;//www.motoDortcom.

The meeting and pick up at Motoport went great and the ride
from Oakland, CAto San Diego went okay. My departure In
Oakland was 5:00 PM and arrival San Diego was about 2:30 AM.
This transit time Included an Iron Butt motel rest stop along the
way. Distance was 488 miles - Not bad after a full day's work.

Headed south after the San Diego pickup and an exchange of
$200 to Pesos. This now added to my $160 that was left from
travels into Mexico during January of last year. Note: Plan your
funds carefully when traveling In this area because there are no
ATM machines with Money. In addition, gas stations and hotels
don't take American Express or any other credit card. American
dollars and Mexican Pesos always work, but the exchange rate for
the dollars is normally an unfavorable rate for the traveler.

At the border on Saturday morning, buyers were speeding
towards Tijuana, Mexico and I was only delayed a minute or two In
the traffic. Crossing the border I looked to see where to get my
Visa, which you'll need to cross between Mexican states at about
the halfway down the Baja peninsula, but missed It going through.
Now I needed to stop, but I wasn't able to park closer than about
300 feet from where I needed to go. Leaving the bike that far
away didn't feel good until I was told that an insurance salesman
would watch the bike for me for a tip. With the bike parked, I
walked back to get my VISA

After several stops to get to the correct office I was In front of the
Mexican official. He checked my driver license and I was told to
go pay the bank $20 (not the $101 thought was required - old Info
I guess). The bank Is about 20 feet from the official's office and I
guess Its common to pay funds to a bank to have the funds
applied to an account and bring deposit slip back to the officer and
get the official stamps.

When I returned to the bike I gave the man $2.00 for watching
my parked bike he said it wasn't enough that I owe $3.00. I paid It
getting too tired to get In to It with the man.

I headed south on the non-toll Mexico 1 highway. This choice
was made to get a feel for the area as the last trip I went down the
toll road 20 Pesos through three pay gates for 60 Pesos (about
$5.75 US). As I move the 65 miles south I decide next time I'll skip
the old road and pay the toll. There were too many cars, too many
people, poor or unclear road signs and too many stop signs. Live
and leam. Plus, I like the view of the coast from the toll road on
down to Ensenada. Approaching Ensenada, things look normal
except that there are a lot of make shift shacks that I wouldnl

want to live In. As I get to town, I opt to take the road
by the port because last time I ended up downtown and ,
never got to see the ships and tourist area. Not a lot to see
but there are two cruise ships In the harbor and one Is really big.
This town, I am sure, needs the influx of cash that they bring.
Most people never go past here on the Baja and here Is where I
think you have to get past to start seeing the true beauty of people
and the vast countryside.

After going through town I stop for gas. There Is a lot of
construction with mostly gravel or dirt road surfaces. With the
current construction and the 4:00 PM traffic, it makes stop and go
movement on a GoldWIng a lot of work. It Is hard to make sure
you always get a good footing so you don't drop the bike and need
to roll the 1200 lbs back onto Its wheels. Gassed up and ready to
leave the urban Baja, I hit the back roads that I look forward too
riding. I'm loaded with water. There are lots for drinking, lots for
cooling down and some for food. With my provision stocked bike,
a tent, a sleeping bag and my StreetPilot GPS, I take the road out
of town and head south.

It really doesn't take long to realize things around you are
changing. Small stores and bars are only along the road and
there are busses full of workers all over the place. One thing you
get used to Is to be aware of the SLOW cars moving at 15 mph.
They might be In front of you at any time and also at any time an
18-wheel truck might go by you at 80 mph. Ifs just that way and
you must get used to It I believe Its better to be passing traffic
and picking where you pass than being passed where you have no
control or escape. Also, you know you see them, but you never
know if they see you, so I use a quick pass on the road. In Mexico
this works well at most times and things went very well this trip.

Working my way towards El Rosario, I decide to stop for the
night and get some food and rest It has been a long day without
any comfortable sleep on the way from home. I find a small hotel
that cost $18 with running water, a t>ed and it seems like a safe
area. English, from the woman running the hotel is very marginal,
but It is reaily not that hard to get across that I want a room and Its
cost I have a wonderful dinner of garlic shrimp, beans, rice and
tortillas. Cost was real high $18 for the dinner and a beer.

In the moming there was fog so I waste time really quick getting
ready by puttering around checking oil and air pressures. Doing
these tasks Is always a good Idea and this morning's fog makes
them more important. After an hour, the fog clears and I head
south to the border of the two Mexican states at Guerrero Negro.

Upon entering this area you are checked for drugs and Visas.
As usual, there are soldiers looldng like 14-16 year old kids with
uniforms and M16 American supplied rifles to help drug
enforcement. This site Is a little disturbing the first time you see
it, but as you're stopped again and again, you see It is just a
formality that takes a minute to answer a question or two and you
are on the way again.

In comparison to a year and a half ago, the stops are more
casual and less frequent. Also, the Humvees I saw back then are
now not as round and they look like they could be used to plow a
field. Now I am sure the official response as to where the other
vehicles are Is that they are on maneuvers. From talking to the
locals I heard that President Fox said he Is taking the drug poiicing
away from the military and returning It to the police. Maybe these
are the beginning signs of that change.

I never saw anybody selling or offering drugs down there.
Every person I saw was busy working or playing and not



humped over a bench or sleeping like I see in the urban
I  depressed areas here in America. I also never saw in a store

or on the street a person i could even guess was drinking or
drunk.

People have commented that locals beg from the tourist
Maybe they do in major tourist areas, but no kid or adult ever
asked me for money. One exception was when I was asked for the
donation for ambulance or police services at a road stop.

Guerrero Negro is a company town that exports ocean salt.
While there I went to the bank where 1 knew an ATM was located

so I could get a little more cash. Fuel cost 48.9 pesos a liter here
and I wanted to be sure I didn't run short of either. Unfortunately,
it was Sunday and the machine didn't have any cash left. There
were all sorts of people trying to get money and all of us were out
of luck. As I walked out a man speaking English approached and
said, 'There isn't any money yet is there?' After I told him no, it
tums out he had been there since yesterday and there wasn't any
then either. Well this man talked on and on. He was a retired taxi

driver from San Diego and a year ago bought a sailboat and left
with his two dogs on a trip of a lifetime for the Hawaiian and other
Pacific Islands.

While this man was In route, he got caught in a big storm for
over 14 days that striped off all his sails, flooded the motor in his
40-foot sailboat. He was left with no charts for the area, but he
was able to make a small sail with lots of rips In it and eventually
he was able to baby the boat to the Mexican coast about 50 miles
south of where we were. When he landed, the locals took him in
and helped get his boat moored in the bay and offered him free
use of concrete abandoned radar shack over looking the bay. He
invited me to come and stay with him, but the road was 50 miles
of very bad dirt so I passed.

After eating a chicken dinner I was off south again for another
tank of gas. Now I'm going along highway-1 heading away from
the west coast as I aim east towards the Sea of Cortez. Driving
along this road, a cat and mouse game with a Honda SUV
develops. People in this SUV had also tried to use the ATM that
didn't have money. After about 40 miles we came upon the first
police I have seen. They are on the road with a wreck that has
tumed over in an 'Vado.' 'A dip In road sometimes Very deep' It
seems like the owner was okay, but the car was a total loss. I
pulled along side the Honda and we talked for a minute or two and
I get a needed glass of water as my hydration system on the bike
gets very warm quickly and I tend not to drink when the water
almost bums my mouth. Not very long afterwards we are waved
thru and continue on to the Sea of Cortez and to the town of Santa
Rosalia. As I enter this coastal town the smell of fish Is really foul.
Soon I begin to think the canning factories are closed forever or
maybe they Just run at a different time of year.

From here, I traveled down the coast at a leisurely pace looking
at locals and the beautiful scenery. As I go further south, it gets
hotter and more humid but thank goodness to the late time of day
I think it might get cooler on down past Mulege. Temperatures in
January are 70-80s and the water back then was a beautiful blue.
Today the temps are in the 100s, very humid and the water has a
more gray color.

Here in Mulege there are several camps on the beach and I
select a nice one next to where several people are camping. There
were also little lots there with grass houses and storage that are
mainly used by Americans in the winter as nice retreats. I set up
camp with my little tent, air out the sleeping bag and hooked my
riding coat to a nail on a nearby Pallapa post. For support, I also
tied the tent to the pole that holds the Pallapa as the sand stakes
won't hold the tent in this sand. My cost for this wonderful view is a

mere 60 pesos, or about $6.66.

I then went to a restaurant right there on the beach and had a
chicken fried steak and a cold beer. The steak was a little tough,
but after seeing the cows around I found It a miracle just to eat it
After dinner was finished a discussion about the bike with the
owner in broken English/Spanish occurred before I went back to
the tent via a stroll along the beach. I was bitten on the legs
several times by horse flies and was glad my tent was pretty bug
proof.

As I lay in the tent looking at the blue gray water and sailboats
In the bay, I wondered if sailboats have a bug problem. Laying
there it seemed to be getting hotter and hotter. The wind quit and
the air got very still just about Sunset. Soon the almost full moon
was big and bright so I knew tonight would be easy to see if I
needed to move around. In feet, it might even keep me awake.
After a couple hours lying there stripped to just shorts I began to
think I wish it would rain and cool off. It was just too difficult to
sleep in that heat and humidity.

I guess I must have fallen asleep because I was awakened to
the tent being collapsed by high winds and various camping pans
and such hitting the tent. People nearby were screaming just as
my tent flips the other way and collapsed again. I would have
even screamed if It could have changed my situation.

Knowing the tent won't take much of this abuse I unzip the door
and reach out my hand and collapse the two poles used to hold
the tent up. Once out of my tent door, I see people scrambling
after belongings and then their tent Probably with sleeping bags
in it as it gets caught by the wind and tumbles down to tiie beach
like beach ball. Soon I see the people who were in the tent climb
into their truck for safety.

I look around and see my poor jacket is blowing straight out
from the pole where it was hung last night Now I'm wondering
which will give up first, the jacket or the nail. G^ng on my knees
in the tent opening, I can tell that if I step off the tent it will blow
away quickly. Looking around I notice that the bike's tour pack
cover is blown open and vibrating the full force of the wind. After
dinner last night I put my billfold inside and on top in the tour pack,
but mustn't have closed It well.

My wallet has almost all of my pesos, plus my credit cards,
driver license and outer ID. I think I might have stashed enough
money elsewhere to get home if I had too. I always carry money
in different parts of the bike and person so I can't take a total hit
and most times I leave about $300 cash hidden on the bike. In
fact after my Death Valley crash the money on the last bike was
picked up by the tow company and put In a box of junk. No one
knew it was there until Ray, (a wonderful friend who picked up my
damaged bike and retumed it to northern CA) found the money.
The money wrapper even had a footprint where it was stepped on
and possibly run over by cars, but It was still safe and disguised.

Looking around I see a fire pit and proceeded to get rocks to put
on the tent while keeping a leg or foot on it so It wont to blow
away. When I stand up, the wind almost pushes me over as I
grabbed the pole of the pallapa support Reaching I get my coat
from the nail and put it on. Now to make it over to the Bike I
slowly move from holding the pole for balance from the wind to the
bike. Looking down I see that the Rock under the side stand is
now several inches lower in the ground from where it was earlier.
Closing the tour pack I contemplate what to do and decide that it is
best left alone. Worse case is that in the morning I could pick up
the fellen over bike. All around me I see motor homes and trucks

leaving as they looking for a sheltered area.



It Is now starting to really rain and I've got sand In my eyes and
ears so I look for better cover from the storm. Down the beach to
the north Is a grass house. I work my way towards It as I see a
river Is now flowing around me that must be rain drainage from the
hills all coming down here to the beach. On the other side of the
grass house Is a carport covering a catamaran boat virith a canvas
deck. Here Is good shelter from most of the wind and rain so I sit
and rest and think of how lucky I am and what to do next. After a
while I decided to get my tent and belongings up on the catamaran
so I don't lose more. Also I decided to see If I could find my
flashlight and check If my wallet Is gone. I move to the tent site
where It is now raining really hard with lots of water flowing on the
ground. The winds have decreased a little so I grab the tent and
disconnect It from the pole and start dragging It down the beach.
What a sight and missed Kodak moment that must have been.
When I get to the shelter I very carefully start unloading the tent.
Glasses are okay, sleeping bag Is a little wet but okay. Flashlight
Is great and clothes bag Is mostly dry. Air mattress and tent poles
are all still usable.

Wow not bad for what happened

It Is time to lie out the contents of the tent to dry under the
shelter while the storm Is getting bad again. Now to check the tour
PAC and the wallet, I struggle to get to the bike which Is now
leaning more. Going around the back I carefully open the tour
pack and put the flashlight In my mouth. *Oh, boy there It is.*
What a great felling not to have to deal with Ite loss. Moving back
to the shelter I try to sleep for a few hours, but that Is not possible.
Either I'm too wound up from the happenings or too much lighting
noise or wind from the storm keeps me awake.

Early the next morning after the storm has passed, things look
better except for the sand Imbedded In my hair and ears. Last
nighfs storm feels mostly like a dream. Soon a next door camper
comes over and says he lives down here but worked a couple
months a year in San Diego and describes the storm as a little bull
hiding in bushes that jumps out causing lots of trouble before
slipping back into the bushes. I believe his words were, 'Tore
Pequeflo.*

That morning I decided to head south towards Loreto for a
possible fishing trip and a room with a shower. I really needed to
get all the grit out of my various places. Traveling south was a
hard ride watching for the fallen rocks washed lose onto the road
in the night. In places there were complete lanes covered by
rocks. Today I'm tired and need to take extra care in what I do.
Also, the humidity is very high and the temperature has climbed
quickly.

Travel distance to Loreto wasn't that far, I estimate maybe
100 miles overall so, my slow speed and caution wasn't that bad.
Getting to Loreto you have to leave the main road and go down a
parkway with green grass in the middle. Here there were workers
with a water truck and a worker with a long hose dumping water
on the grass. Boy, what a lot of work Just to water this long strip of
grass. An Irrigation system would have worked much better.

Once in Loreto, I stop by vrtiere all the fishing boats are located
and had several guides come and ask me to go fishing. Their
price, *$100 lots of fish - 8 hours.* Well In my shape, I am going
to eat a breakfast, get a room with a shower and take a nap.
Across the street was a *Coco Loco* bar and disco restaurant that
looked very tourist oriented. I walk over and have a nice breakfest
of eggs over-easy, Toast, yes-real bread, not bad for $4.00 US. A
little high, but It was clean and they had filtered water. Also, It was
alr-condlfloned which helped me relax enough that I think I almost
fell asleep. Going outside again the hot thick air hits you so hard It

makes me stop for moment.
It is almost noon now so I go looking towards town ^

away from the beach area for a hotel. Hotel rates by the beach for
big-name chains are $80. I find a place that Is $22.00 a night with
a good air conditioner, a TV with 5 working channels one of which
Is HBO and the others Spanish subtitles. Now that I'm in a pretty
quiet room and feeling safe, I sleep some of the day away and it
takes two showers before most of the sand Is gone.

Spending time later I began hanging around town to look at the
shopping area and make a trip to the bank for 2,000 more pesos.
I probably didn't need them, but I don't like to run short. That
evening I have tacos at a roadside stand where all 3 of Its tables
were full. Their food v/as great for about $3.00 for a soda and 2
tacos, and the beef wasn't too tough.

At the hotel I watched a movie and slept until about 7:00 AM
when I get up and get ready for what I hope Is a great day of
fishing. Out on the dock area where the fishermen hang oirt, one
man comes over and says. *Nlce bike - lefs go fishing.* His
English Is pretty good as he says he Is a 3"* generation fisherman
in Loreto. He goes on and tells me he has been fishing on his own
for 25 years. His price at first Is $110 for 7 hours, but I shy away
knowing that there were lots of guides yesterday and no one to go
fishing. He also said, yesterday he went with two men and they
came back with 8 Dorado, he says for their trip they paid him $80
for the day. This price seems fair and I agree.

Soon we are on the way to his house for the boat and to leave
my bike in his yard. His boat, a small 18 footer is what we would
call dory boat. He calls It a "panga.* This Is a very stable boat
with a 40 horsepower out board. It also has a vhf radio, two poles,
a live well, two front and two rear seats. On this fishing trip with a
great guide It was just he and I. If possible, it would be better to
go with at least one more person so that It would be more fun.

Arriving at the pier the guide puts the boat In the water and asks
for $20 to buy gas. He then leaves and goes Into town while I
waited. He needed this money to buy his lunch, pop, fuel and bait
Not bad for him with no out of his pocket expenses before he
leaves. Before long we are heading out on the water. It Is hot and
very humid at 8 in the morning, but the breeze off the sea kept It
from not being too bad. I was glad I used a lot of sunscreen and
bought two big bottles of Cold Water to put In the boat cooler.
After about 45 minutes of motoring out to the east, we stopped
and he says, "We try here for a little.'

We used salt-water 4-foot poles with medium Penn reels that
seemed to hold 40-lb cheap line. Hooks were *04* and 6 inch
strips of squid were put on the line. We trolled at a pretty good
pace with the lines about 40 ft behind boat where the squid stayed
basically on top of the water. We were only there for 7 minutes, if
that long, and he says, "No fish. Reel In we go further.* So we
reeled In and went 45 minutes more out to the north to where four
boats were hanging around. A couple of the boats had what
appeared to be Dorado on their lines. It was neat to see others at
least reeling In fish, but as we trolled around we still were not
getting bites. The other boats were using baltflsh not the squid like
us and I was wondering if I had made a mistake with whom I had
chosen to go fishing.

So all a sudden the guide says, 'They are fishing wrong spot they
are off the real school. They are just on the edge.* Again, we reel
In and move about 500 ft to the east and put our lines In again. I
was putting out my line when he says, "Throw your lever you have
a bite." So, I flipped the drive on the reel into gear and bang I
have a Dorado on the hook. Now I have caught my share of
Salmon In the ocean and this fish hit twice as hard and pulled



t  twice as much. This fish is jumping out of the water and is
really going for it. In the midst of all this, the guide gets one on
his pole and we have a double header. I must be smiling

because he says. 'This okay?* 'Yah. great! Is my only answer.
While I am reeling in the fish a whale comes up 30 feet from the
boat and blows his blowhole and goes back down in the virater. I
can only think fighting fish and watching whales this close is really
something.

Fifteen minutes later he has his fish gaffed and in the boat. It Is a
about a 251b Dorado in a very pretty yellow and green color. He
puts a screwdriver through the brain and puts it in the live well. He
now comes over and gaffs my fish and the two are in the boat.
We put our lines out again and in a matter of seconds, yes, not
minutes; we have another two on the line. This time I get my fish
in first and it's another Dorado and the guide gives me the other
pole. I can't get any headway on this fish and I'm working it back
and forth using different arms to hold the pole. Every once in
awhile I get a crank or two on the reel then the fish goes almost
stripping the reel again. I work this thing while the guide gets
another Dorado in the boat and he puts up his reel to watch me
fighting this fish. If s not out of the water even. It Just pulls hard
and seems like the fight will be endless. With the fish almost up to
the boat, the line goes singing off the reel again. The guide says,
'It is a big Yellow Tall Tuna and if s very rare to get one this time
of year.* Over an hour later I finally get the tuna gaffed and in the
boat. This tuna is a pig; Big, round and

Soon we start fishing again. We are only allowed 3 Dorado apiece
and we gt that in no time. My guide then says, *Lefs troll back
fast with Jigs on and see if we can get another tuna.* We re-rig up
and start trolling about 15 miles per hour the Jigs are Just hitting
the tops of the waves. The guide says, 'This is how we get tuna.*
A mile or so later and bang we get one on my pole and we kill the
motor. I am fighting again a very big fish and I look at the guide
and he has a Dorado on too. I reel and reel and may be push
more than I should and Just after the guide gets the Dorado in the
boat, I lose probably another tuna. Well now we are over our limit
and we better head back to shore. I am a little hot and tired and
think nothing can top this.

Well we get back to the ramp; the local fishermen come over to
see the tuna. They can't believe the size. I guess ifs rare this
time of year and that fish is worth $20 even here in Mexico. I get a
ride with the boat back to the guide's house and I take two pieces
of fish to have cooked tonight at a bar and restaurant he called
*Cool Chilies.* Before leaving, I pay the remaining $60 and think it
would be worth twice that any day. When I get back, it is 12:00
Noon and Siesta time.

I get to my hotel and the air conditioner feels so good. After taking
a shower I rest until 3:00 PM and then go to the *Cool Chilies' to
have the fish prepared. They suggest butter and garlic grilled and
I agree. After two beers, Mexican of course, and talking to several
Americans about my fishing trip and great meal of Dorado and
Yellow Fin Tuna, grilled vegetables the evening is almost
complete, except when I ask for the bill. The waitress says, 'The
manager has it.* When it finally gets to me its only $3.00. I ask
why and she says, "No charge for fish.* I don't know if it was
because I was telling a good fish story or what, but I gave her
$5.00 and went back to get partially packed for my planned trip
home. The next moming I turn in the room key and start my way
north. Its hot even if its only 9:00 AM. My wing is full of gas and
has several gallons of water for the ride. Going north is
uneventful. I stop and take a picture of where the storm had me
pinned down and move on.

At Guerrero Negro I stop and have a hamburger. Well sort of a
burger. The bun is all greasy and the meat looks uncooked. That
scares me so I tear the meat apart and ifs a salmon color, but
cooked. I think it must be what they cut the beef with and finish
eating. Next time I'll wait for a MC Donald's restaurant

Filled with gas I go through immigration. The official sees my
paperwork and says go ahead. He doesn't look at my name or
anything. He Just sees ifs a visa and off I go to the next stop,
which is a drug check. Here the military walks around the bike ask
where I was going and where I had been and what was the GPS
on the dash. Soon again off I go. From there I go about 150
miles and get to my planned gas stop only the gas station closed
at 3:00 PM and its 3:30. Oh, no can I make if? I click the GPS
and it says 200 miles as the crow flies from my last gas stop. Boy
that might get close with the curvy up hill roads, so I go for it.
Well I really don't take it too slow. I find I'm going the normal 75
mph going around trucks and cars in this hilly country. In
hindsight, maybe I should have been more conservative.

After about an hour my red light goes on and I check the GPS.
I am in real poop. There are approximately 40 more miles and I
don't have that much gas. My two gas cans in the bike are going
to have to be used so I decided to run the bike all the way out and
see how far the cans really go. I have never run Just the two little
cans. Before long, the expected sputter and the bike is dead. Ifs
up hill and no shoulder. Oh well, the wing doesn't sputter for to
long before the engine dies. Hmmm...

I add the two little cans. I bet they don't even add up to a liter
and off again. Nine miles later and still going up hill, the bike
stops. A nice gravel side is available this time and I am safe off
the road. A check on the GPS still tells me I have 7 or 8 miles
more to go. Well, I take off my helmet and sit by road. You know,
the universal bike in trouble sign. As I hope it works, my wait is
about 5 minutes when a motor home and truck go by and they
don't even look. Then another truck goes by as I display a look
like I am in real trouble so they will stop. The next vehicle is a
Nissan SUV that does stop, but they are in the same situation and
are concemed that they might not be able to get gas. They offer a
ride, but I pass, as I don't want to leave the bike.

Before the SUV leaves, two BMW dual sport bikes pull up. One
is two up and they ask whafs wrong. I tell them, but they don't
have gas either and are worried about getting both to the next gas
station. So off they both leave. Well, I think it hasn't been long.
I'll get lucky and up the hill comes a white International 1 ton flat
bed truck. I wave and they stop. Out comes a Hispanic man with
his wife and kids in truck. I say, 'No gasoline.* They say ok and
he gets a hose from behind the seat and grabs a 2-liter plastic
bottle off the ground. He blows through it to inflate the bottle and
removes the classic red rag from his gas filler neck. He swallows
several big gulps of gas to get the big hose going and off the
siphon runs. This is a real Baja gas station. Three 2-liter bottles
later and I say that's good. He pulls the hose and starts to leave
and I say, 'How many dinero?* He say no, but his wife says oh
yes so I take a $5 bill out. His wife quickly grabs it and sticks it
somewhere. I say thanks and I'm off again. I get to the town,
which is only 7 miles further than where I ran out of gas. Here I
am met at the gas station by something common in Mexico. It is a
man asking for donation for the ambulance fund. Some times it
might be a police fund or military not getting paid this month
needs cash. Sometimes they are in the middle of the street
stopping traffic by waving a sign at you. They are not pushy and
not real concemed about how much; they Just try to get every one
to give.

As I get my gas going, an American from a Jeep in front of me



comes back. He wants to know about my GPS. I tell him a
little about APRS and turns out he lives in San Francisco and
works contract for a software company in Alameda. He is also
studying to be a ham and has already bought a radio at Ham
Radio Outlet. Small world. We talk for a while about the storms
south and I get my change. Before leaving I give the man asking
for a donation .20 and he says here is a "parf, it fell off one of
the two guys bikes that were just here on motorcycles and I say I'll
try and get it back to them.

Off I go north through a lot of agricultural land with lots of
busses and slow traffic for the little town. About a hundred miles
in and out of little towns as I head closer to Ensenada. All at once
I am caught off guard by a bike on my left. It's the BMW I wave
and yell. The rider iifts his duo-tech and asks what I say, 'Are you
missing a part off your bike? A man at the last gas stop sent me
with it." He says, "No way. I think It's all here." He and his co-
bike pull over. The bikes are two GS1100 with full saddlebags and
3 feet of stuff stacked behind the riders. One bike is two up and
both have Georgia plates. The men talk with French accents.
When they both get off the bikes i hand one of them the part. He
looks all over and says no not here. Then the other rider looks all
around and says not here either. He then walks up to the first
motorcycle and says its right there off your foot peg. Sure enough
it was missing. Then he says, "Only on the BAJA could you lose a
part and a hundred miles later it would find you." We all broke out
laughing. Tums out they were headed to Guatemala and it rained
for days so they changed their plans and decided that Baja made
a good second choice and got a ferry over from the Mexican main
land. They were going up the west coast then back to Georgia.

I decided to follow them as they left to see how fast they
traveled the roads and sure enough they did just like me as they
ran 65 to 75 most of the time while doing a lot of passing trucks
and slow cars. It was only 30 miles later when they stopped and I
pushed on to Ensenada and beyond. I hope all went well for them.

I went through Ensenada at about 10:00 PM and was at the US
boarder at 11:30 that night. It was here that I decided that sitting
In L.A. traffic In the morning wasn't going to be any fun. I decided
to keep going to get up towards the "Grapevine" on i-5. It was just
before 2:00 AM on 1-5 when I began to go looldng for a hotel for
the night. I was looking in Caustic and Vaiencia without any luck.
I guess there are still vacations going on so I grabbed a quick nap
on the grass by a new grocery store where a bunch of sleeping
trucks were parked under streetlights.

I feit a iot better after the nap and started down the "Grapevine"
and then on up 1-5 through the vailey. Boy it sure looked jike a hot
day coming and was glad I wasn't going to be around for it as the
Sun rose. Heading home I felt real good and the talk shows on the
radio helped me stay awake. I never could understand the
Mexican talk shows. Later that next morning at 10:00 AM, after a
last stop for gas, I was home. In 24 hours I did 1,300 miles for a
new best for me. And with almost half on Mexican roads I could
ever expect to do better. The GPS said over a 57 mph average.
On 1-5 most the night I was doing 72 by the GPS Speedo. This is
about 77 on the wing's speedometer.

ELMER

You may recall I had taken a strange trip last fall. I had helped
my good friend move out to Seattle and we had the bike in the
moving van. On my way home I stopped in Dove Creek Colorado
to see my sister. Little bit out of the way but not in motorcycling
travel...

My nephews watched as I removed the pack of radios from the
tank bag. I had 2 CBs, 1-2 meter and 1-6 meter HTs. With

interest the kids fanned out and talked of nothing in
the CBs. i explained the advantage of 2 meter and ^
the great network of fiiends who use them for communication or
disasters. Andrew realiy tookto the idea of talking on the ham
bands. Wanted me to call out "Do you have your ears on7'
Shook my head, "Ahh we dont use those terms on the 2 meter
radio, maybe in CB world but I haven't heard anyone say that yet!
My sister and i agreed that they would find a book to work on

the exam for no-code tech. We had called out on the local
repeaters looking for a test site. Closest seemed to be Grand
Junction or Farmington New Mexico. Both over 100 miles from this
small farming community.

After going back home I would contact the family thru e-mail and
ask how the student was doing on his book. No one seemed
interested in helping him. My sister, his mom did help out as a
mother would do but the interest in 'ham-dom' wasn't part of her
life.

This spring the plans were set for my sister to come home for a
couple weeks. Last week in June and first one In July. I sent an e-
mail to Dave Harrell KOBTE regarding any testing sites during
those 2 weeks. E-mail is great! We discussed dates and If he
could find the other 2 examiners. Finally set the date for June 28,
2000. Gave me directions to the fire station in Cottage Grove
which is southeast side of St Paul.
Dave had set up the exam sight just for Andrew! So we

purchased a book from Radio City as somewhere Andrew had lost
his. Read each question and tried to explain the idea behind the
question. Kids! They read the question and answer once and its
locked in the memory!

During this time was field day. To keep the interest up I took
Andrew over to the Anoka Radio Club sight and the fellows put
him in front of the 6 meter set explaining the radio and the day to
him. Mike KBOTZA vras right beside him when he made contact in
Louisiana! Called out to me

"Your nephew has the farthest call and the nearest!" We had tried
to get an advantage by camping out on a hill In another park. Only
to find out it was spoken for. Well Andrew had made contact with
our neighbors too.
We did some testing thru the Qrz.com sight and felt that

Andrew was ready. Wednesday the family ate at our home and
we took off on the motorcycle for Cottage Grove.
My sister Char tums to me before we are leaving asking —Tim

did you ask me if Andrew can ride behind you?" Hmmm I ah
hadnl.. was kind of difficult to ask the mother of this nephew if he
could. Finally the approval came and away we went.
Test was at 6:30pm however the traffic didnt seem to care that we
had an appointment I usuaily try to find some backroads but the
pesky Mississippi was in the way. So back to the interstate 494.
Turtles cross the river faster...

Finally made it to the fir^tafion and was met vnth 3 pairs of
disappointed eyes. I explained the problem with the traffic. Dave
handed the test to Andrew and then asked about the Social
Security Number.... We didnt have it! Asked if Andrew had
any identification.. No but i would vouch for him. I called my
sister to see if she had the numbers. Turned to Dave and told him
we would get it in 24 hours. "Sit down Tim, relax!" Commented
Dave. As we watched Andrew, Dave asked if he was ready In a
whisper tone. I nodded. "Goodi GOODI" came the reply.

Had to go to the drug store for the right change but Andrew had
passed! He accepted the general test at my nod and found he
knew a third of those questions. We shook hands and I took
Dave's phone number down for the call back on the SS#.
Hopped back on the BMW... Course the trip home there wasnt
any traffic... Guess we should have been riding a Harley... 2 hams
on a hog? Nope... guess we vmII stay with beemer.
73

Tim Undstrom KBORTZ <l(bOrtztim@Juno.com>
Columbia Heights MN



i  Southeastern USA Hawaiian Style

When i was preparing for this trip, i had to decide
whether it was more or less advantageous to ship my own
motorcycle or rent one since i only had at>out two weeks for
a tour and almut a week for a convention, i researched

the web for motorcycle rentals and found that Crulseamerica
not only rents motorhomes, but they also now rent
motorcycles. In fact their normal rental rate for a 2000
Honda Aspencade is $595.00 per week; however, this
summer they have a special promotion going on and if you
rent for two weeks, the second week is FREEI This foct
solidified my decision to rent since one-way
shipping for my bike would be more than $595.00.

The next question to deal with was plane tickets, i, like
most people have a significant amount of accumulated
miles, but I never have lieen able to use them for a ticket due
to "blackout dates" etc. This time i Ixtught a full
fare tourist class ticket and used my miles to upgrade to 1st
class. What a great deal of difference It made in my comfort
level, and the meals are significantly better too.

I departed Honolulu on the evening of 23 July by United
Airlines and arrived in Orlando, Florida late in the afternoon
of the 24th. The primary purpose of the trip was to attend
the 2000 REACT International Convention at the Ramada
Resort & Inn Gateway In Klsslmmee, FL. It was a great
location about one mile from the front gate of Disney World
so all of the spouses and kids had a great time while the rest
of us dealt with the business of the convention.

i wont bore you with a lot of details about the convention
itself; however there are a couple of items that I think you
might find interesting. At the Amateur Radio breakfast the
Amateur members present elected me to represent
them as Chairman of the Amateur Radio Subcommittee of
the Communications Committee. I am actively seeking other
Amateur operators who are also REACT members who are
willing to serve on the committee. The second Item regards
the formal establishment and signing of a "memorandum of
understanding" between REACT international and The
American Radio Relay League (ARRL). REACT has been
striving to establish formal cooperation between our two
organizations and It has now come to pass. In my capacity
as Amateur Radio Chairman and also as a MARC member,

the voting delegates present at the convention have asked
me to approach the MARC Board of Directors regarding
the possibility of establishing some sort of working
relationship between MARC and REACT. REACT and MARC
both do the same sort of public service events (I.e. bike
rides, runs, walk-a-thons, biathlons, triathlons, etc.) and
we seem to be a natural fit for a cooperative agreement. I
will be contacting John and the other board members
separately regarding this issue.

The convention was over after the banquet on the evening of
July 28. At 9AMon 7/291 caught a cab to Crulseamerlca's
office at 2915 North Orange Blossom Trail In Klsslmmee and
upon arrival my cabfare (I paid the cabbie in cash and got a
receipt) was applied against the motorcycle rental charges.
After a quick Inspection and checkout on the operation of
the accessories of the new Aspencade, I threw my l>ags
atioard. My two Adida sport bags fit the saddlebags on the

Aspencade as they do my Venture Royaie and my backpack
with laptop inside easily fit in the top trunk with room
enough to spare for all kinds of other stuff.

The entrance to the Florida Turnpike is only a few yards
north of Crulseamerica so i dldnt even have a chance to get
lost, i was on the road by 9:20 AM and headed north on the
turnpike to i-75 where I continued north through Gainesville
to Macon, GA and on to Atlanta where I picked up i-85
northeast, i got off at SC-24 east to SC-28 southeast to SC-
81 and then south to the little community of Starr, SO where I
spent several days with my ex-wife Susan and stepdaughter
Tonda who has a daughter Logan age 5, and stepson Hal
who has a new vrife and son CarKon also age 5.

Thursday, August 3rd I left Anderson and took 1-85 north
to US-321 to Granite Fails, NO where i visited cousin James
Carver and his wife Maxine that I have not even seen for over
twenty-five years, although we grew up and played
together as children through high school, it was great
seeing them again and their children and grandchildren too.

On Friday, August 4th i left Granite Fails and took US-321
back south to i-40 east, i took i-40 east to Statesvilie, NC
where i stopped at a Waffle House for a great breakfast of
pork chops, eggs, hash browns (golden brown and
delicious), wheat toast, and great coffee, i wish there was a
Waffle House in Hawaii if they are all as good as thislil After
breakfast i continued on to Cary, NC where I spent the
weekend with my niece and nephew, Liza iee and
George Atanasoff. Had a great weekend of Just laying
around and two great meals out, one at an Italian restaurant
Semolina (good but kinda pricey for Italian) and Outback
Steakhouse (one of the best steaks I ever had, course I
have never had a bad steak at Outback.)

Monday morning after clearing email and packing up I was
underway east on i-40 to the coast where I picked up US-17
South. I again stopped at a Waffle House for another great
breakfast then on the road again. I traveled at an easy pace
along US-17 through NC and SC along what they call the
"Grand Strand", it Is much more commercialized than It was
20 years ago when I was there last and has now assumed
kind of a "tacky carnival" atmosphere. I traveled on south
on US-17 to Mt. Pleasant, SC and across the Cooper River to
Charleston, one of the grandest old cities of the South, i
stayed at a Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge for two days and
looked up old friends and Just relaxed, i did visit the new
South Carolina Aquarium on East Bay Street in old
Charleston. It is very nice and I found it well worth the $14
admission. I was in Charleston the day they raised the
Confederate Submarine Huniey and it was a very exciting
time, especially since my brother-in-law Wait Schob of
Morro Bay, CA was with Clive Cussler when they did the
magnetometer searches that located the sunken hulk several
years before.

On Wednesday i continued down US-17 south to 1-95 then
south into Florida. As i approached the Port Orange off-
ramp the fuel warning light came on for the first time during
the trip (I had always fueled before at the 1/4 mark). I
immediately exited and fueled at a nearby AMOCO station.
After fueling the station manager asked If I Intended to get
back on 95, when I replied yes, he suggested that I should
not. Apparently, 5 miles south of Port Orange at the



New Smyrna Beach exit there was a multi-car accident with 5
fatalities and Florida Highway Parol had shut off the South
bound side of 95 to protect their crimescene and expected to
keep It shut down for several hours.

I traveled through some residential streets to pick up US-1
south and had a leisurely ride on down to Cocoa where I
arrived about 9:30 PM and found that the Econolodge's
restaurant had closed at 9:00. After checking In I went next
door to the AMOCO statlon/Foodmart and picked up
sandwiches, chips and soda and went back to my room for a
feast. It Is amazing how good an egg salad sandwich tastes
when you are really hungry.

I spent several days In the Cocoa, Cocoa Beach, Cape
Canaveral, Merritt Island area renewing old friendships and
spending some time with my ex-wlfe and Ann and her
children.

I left Cocoa at about 6:00 AM on Saturday, August 12 and
traveled via SR-528 (The Beellne Expressway) to SR-417 (The
Central Florida Greenway-what a beautiful road that Is
landscaped like a golf course with essentially nothing
but grass and marsh along It) to US441/US192 (Orange
Blossom Trail) In KIsslmmee where I had another great
breakfast at an IHOP (haven't treen In one In years, since I
moved to Hawaii In 1978 actually.) I fueled the bike and
returned to Crulseamerica almost exactly two weeks from
my departure to the minute. I traveled 1884.3 miles with an
average fuel economy of 38.8 miles per gallon, and the entire
motorcycle rental had cost $1,050.17 Including
rental, full coverage Insurance at $29.95 per day, and fuel
costs for the trip.

For communications during the trip I ran with the "hands
free kit" for my Nokia 8880 cellular phone plugged Into my
right ear, the "earbud" speaker of the lavaller microphone
unit for my Kenwood THG-71A Dual Band Portable
plugged Into my left ear. A two Inch by two Inch piece of
Velcro allowed me to place the portable on the tank where I
could both see It and operate It conveniently. I found that
the J&M headset In the Bell helmet that I use on my Venture
was compatible with the stereo/Intercom on the Aspencade
so I was able to enjoy music for the entire trip.

It was a great trip although short compared to my
previous tours. 1 hope to do another long one next year with
my own bike. Who knows what will happen, the REACT
International Convention next year Is in Trinldad-Tobago,
approximately 9 miles from the coast of Venezuela. I have
already done all of the United States, all of the Canadian
Provinces, and all of the States of Northern Mexico, maybe
Central and South America are next????

Aloha,

Crichton C. "Rob" Roberts

KH7MW/KAD2598

MARC (Motorcycling Amateur Radio Club)
MTA (Motorcycle Touring Association)
Honolulu REACT Team Unit 4, Team President 2000
REACT International Life Member 314, Amateur Radio
Chairman 2000

NRA/HRA Life Member

HJPA (Hawaii Joint Police Association Life Memlier)
"93 Yamaha Venture Royale (1 still love it even after the new
wingi)

A DIFFERENT LOOK AT NEW MODEL INTRODUCTION ^

In a gathering of wings for a local GWRRA chapter yesterda/
September 17 , a discussion occurred with the service manager of
a popular Honda dealership. This dealership moves a lot of
machines and the service manager is an above average
communicator and Individual. He also brings a broad range
motorcycle experience to this dealership and Is generally accepted
as one of the good guys in the business and also In our area.
During our discussion about new model Introductions, our

conversation lead to the support practices Honda provides service
groups needing to learn about new models being delivered.
Here is almost verbatim what the service manager had to say.

"Most often new models are Introduced without service manuals
and or training. Training on a new model often is achieved by
getting a problem bike and tearing it down under warranty. This
gives us hands-on exposure while we are getting paid for our
efforts. This approach is the best way we know of to help our
service team understand how a problem module operates. Using
this approach sometimes breaks plastic and causes us to go
deeper Into the module than what would be necessary If we had
actual factory sponsored training, but when formal training Isn't
available for 6 months to a year, we still have the job of getting the
bike back on the road and this approach often gets the problem
solved.* Clearly this service manager didn't like the process, but
did find a creative way of getting the customer riding again.
In hearing this approach, it said that the creative talents of your

supporting dealer overly influence new model introduction
perceptions. While this shouldn't be a surprise, it reminded me
that if the dealer is staffed with "Bozos*, then your new bike
purchase is really a pass to a circus where you get to sit right up
front. It also says, Honda and all the other bike companies aren't
setting its priorities adequately to ensure it gets its best return In
customer satisfaction and brand loyalty thus setting the stage for
customer grumbling and animosity. Not the best approach to
make all that R&D investment bring a maximum retum.
To put this conversation into more perspective, this service

manager also said, "There aren't that many new things coming out
in the new models. Sure there are new engine sizes and the
•Four-Track* now has that new automatic, but things like the
Wing's fuel injection aren't new. in fact, it is dose enough to the
fuel injedion that the 1986 wing used that we can use the
information for that modei to support the 2001 wings.* i was
surprised at his comment and probed him about the VFR's fuel
injection training. "When i sent the service technldans in for
training on the VFR fuel injedion, Honda used the early wing's fuel
injection system for their training bed. it is basicaiiy a car system
and it hasn't change much. We [speaking of himself and his
service technicians] all understand that system from what the car
uses and Honda has a long history of fuel injedion in its cars."
He made it seem simple and was talking in generalities, so if this
doesn't leave you with an image of technical prowess on the part
of Honda, then you aren't alone. However, keep in mind service
people wish it were different.

Roger... BBICFQ <rdrines6psn.net>

"CHECK THE LADIES PAGE FOR THE DECEMBER RAFFLE
PRIZE"

1 want to compliment the "MARC" members who are so
diligently using the MARC Ust assisting other members on
technical advice and going another step and purchasing
additional parts to send to other members.
Some of this knowledge helps some of us who know next to
nothing on the technical approach to the radios.



FROM YOUR '50/50' LADY

MIJO REYNOLDS KF6BEB

<MijoBeb@aol.com>

Guess all vacations are dwindling down and soon everyone
will be back home safe and sound.

Two months of net drawings are as follows; 8/2-Sam Spiegel
KE6NTD, 8/9- Caroline Macy KE6JWD. 8/16- Bob Oserkis
KD6YBT. 8/23- Libby Helms WH6CVJ. 8/30- Teri Edwards
KF6HJT ($5-forfeited).. 9/6- Jeff Paiuiis KE6HGV. 9/13- Ted
Moody KB6CUS($5). 9/20- Ron Cooke KD6FHZ. 9/27- Gayle
Hebb KF6JJT ($5).
50/50 Cash Winners: AUGUST 12: Sharing the wealth for $29
each were Michael Pryzbylo KE6GYC & Rich Blackbum N6TAX for
two pots.
September 9 for $39 ea. was Mike Naron N6QZT & Bill Douglas
KE6UUD.

Door prize winners for August:
$40 Gift Certificate donated by Huntington Honda—Rich N6TAX
Maldol ex-107RB dual band antenna donated by NCG Corp-

DeWitt KM6UK

Crimping Tool/Accessories donated by MARC—Billy N6EDY
Woiidradio subscription donated by ̂ RC— John KC6ZOZ
4-way crimping tool set donated by MARC— Hearid N6ZLX
Flexlight donated by MARC-Rich N6MHN
Digital Tire Gauge donated by MARC- John W5JFR
Stand-up Stapler donated by MARC— Linda KD6AHS(Free ticket)
Computer Center donated by MARC— Mike N6QZT
Garrfty Safety Lite donated by MARC— Mike N6QZT
August Grab bag donated by Ray & Bon- John W5JFR
Mbced stationary/Pens-*- donated by Ray & Bon— John W5JFR
Yaesu Cup donated by John W5JFR won by Mike N6QZT
/Uaska Otter key chain donated by John W^FR won by Bill
KE6UUD

Repeater Guide donated by Mike N6QZT won by De Witt KM6UK
Cookie Combo donated by Gwen(KF6IXB)/Michaei (KE6GYC) won
by John KC6ZOZ
Kool wrist bands donated by Billy N6EDY won by Mike N6QZT
Birdhouse donated by De Witt KM6UK won by John KC6ZOZ
Hi Resolution Mouse donated by De Witt KM6UK won by W5JFR
Emergency lite donated by Sue KF6HZJ won by Rich N6MHN
Kool Tie donated by Sue KF6HZJ won by Rich N6TAX
Gloves donated by Sue KF6HZJ won by W5JFR
Free ticket dispenser was John W6JFR—Free ticket winner was
Bill KE6UUD

John W5JFR was drawn quite a few times and some of those
times he did not take a prize. Thanks John...
Ticket Drawer was Carey Macy—Thank you Carey
Ticket tearers were Gwen KF6IXB, Hearid N6ZLX & De Witt
KM6UK-Mijo thanks you very much for your help.

Door prize winners for September:
$40 giift certificate donated by Huntington Honda- Bill KE6UUD
Maldol Power Mount ($120 Value) donated by NCG Corp—

Rich N6MHN

Key Ring memo recorder donated by MARC- Billy N6EDY
Worldradio subscription donated by MARC—Mike N6QZT
Communications waist pak donated by MARC- Mike N6QZT
3-way Flashing lit donated by MARC- Mijo KF6BE6
Digital Tire Gauge donated by MARC- Rich N6TAX
Hair Glove donated by MARC— Teri KF6HJT
Water misting fen donated by MARC- Billy N6EDY
Harley Hog donated by MARC- Susan KC6UMH(Free ticket)
School Gift Bag donated by Ray & Bon- Mijo KF6BEB
Flag/Planner/bookmark donated by Ray & Bon- Mijo KF6BEB
Wrist kooi bands donated by Billy N6EDY won by Jim KD6JES

Repeater directory donated by Mike N6QZT won by Jim K06JES
Free ticket dispenser was John W5JFR & won by Susan
KC6UMH

Ticket tearer was good ole Billy N6EDY Thanks Billy

Many thanks to Bilii "our wonderful waitress" for all of her time and
efforts in serving the "MARC" group.
Thanks to the owners Dimitri and Dino along with their valued
employees for allowing "MARC" to hold their meetings at the Lake
View Cafe.

SPECIAL RAFFLE FOR DECEMBER:

We will start selling tickets at the October meeting for a
Yaesu FT-8100R dual band (2 mtr/440 mobil) with detachable
remote control head. Nice looking radio with many features...
Tickets are $1 each.

From the Secretary/Treasurer/NewsLetter Editw:
Bonnie KD60FQ 949-551-1036 Fax 949-551-3042
<bonidavis@juno.com> <bonidavis@earthlink.net>
NEW MEMBERS: 8/14- Larry W7DOD/Beveriy KB6LNA Mohler
of Prescott, AZ, 9/1- Michael K6MIC/Carolyn Polen of
Oceanside, CA, 9/10- David Sawyer(no call yet) San Jose, OA,
JP Rouland KE6UXM Fremont OA. David & JP are from the
Bay Area group.
Welcome aboard to each and everyone of you and if you are
in need of any type info, tech advice etc we are here for you.
Newsletter: Great articles members-makes for some good
reading and I surely do appreciate all of your participation in
making for a good newsletter. Thank you so much.
Sunshine Comer:

Glad to hear Linda KD6AHS is doing better(:)))Linda take care
of yourself.
Thoughts and prayers to Dan Curry & family in the loss of his
brother & to Marha & Paul Plasters in the loss of Marsha's
mother.

Mel K6GWC listen to your Doc & "Dollie" and take care.
I know there are many more of you who have been III, in the
hospital or lost a loved one, remember we care and we love
you all.

FROM THE QUARTERY E-MAIL CHECK-IN CORNER

Hi Everybody,
Congrats you ali, we are gradualiy inching our way to 100% We
had 97 check-ins so far this quarter. Members checked in from as
fer away as England, Canada, Hawaii, as well as New Mexico,
Coiorado, Oregon, Conn., Fiorida, Wisconsin, iilinois, Nevada,
Minnesota, Ohio, indiana, Caiifomia and Arizona.
Remember it is never too late to check-in. Just send your name/s
and Callsign to <dollie@socal.rr.CQm >

Dollie KD6ERC

The Check-in lady
dollie<Ssocal.iT.com

CONRATULATIONS::::::

To the Bay area group, looks and sounds like you will
accomplish the togetherness of "MARC. Very enthusiastic,
great ideas and with the push to get things going.



IIIREE FLAGS STATIS1 ICS:BEAUTY SECRETS:

TYPES OF MOTORCYCLES PART1C1PA11NG:

228 GOLDWINGS 93 llARLEYS

119 BMWS 26 KAWASAKIS

16 YAMAIIAS 7 TRIUMPIIS

2 SUZUKIS 2 DUCATES

I EXCELSIOR HENDERSON

STATES PARTICIPATION:

UNITED STATES 433

CANADA 109

MEXICO 24

AUSTRALIA 3

NETHERLANDS 2

NEW ZEALAND 2

BAHAMAS I

COSTA RICA I

OLDEST MALE RIDER 84

OLDEST FEMALE RIDER 74

YOUNGEST MALE RIDER 18

YOUNGEST FEMALE RIDER 2S

OLDEST FEMALE PASSENGER 73

YOUNGEST MALE PASSENGER 14

YOUNGEST FEMALE PASSENGER 10

FARTHEST RIDER IN MILEAGE FROM

VERMONT 3850 MILES

OLDEST MOTORCYCLE 75 GL WING

SMALLEST 240 HELIX RODE BY A LADY

575 ENTRIES 525 STARTED

493 FINISHED

SPECIAL AWARDS WENT TO THE LAST RIDER IN WHO

WAS FROM MEXICO "JORGE" WHO HAD A PROBLEM

WITH A TIRE FROM LAS VEGAS, COULDN'T FIND THE
PROBLEM SO CONTINUALLY BOUGHT THE CANS OF

TIRE FILLER, WENT THRU SEVERAL STOP SIGNS IN

ORDER TO GET IN TO THE FINISH WITH TWO

MINUTES TO SPARE. HE RECEIVED PREPAID TICKETS

TO NEXT YEARS THREE FLAGS,

GARY TANGI WAS AWARDED THE GLORIA VALLIERE

VALOR AWARD FOR GOING THE DISTANCE TO ASSIST

ANOTHER RIDER REGARDLESS IF HE MADE IT TO

THE FINISH IN TIME.

MONEY AWARDS:

50% S2246 20% S898 20% 898

10% DONATED TO THE CANADIAN BOYS & GIRLS

CLUB ALONG WITH FUNDS RAISED FROM THE BIKE

WASH TOTAL FUNDS DONATED WERE S2073.66

I SURELY HOPE I GOT THSES STATISTICS ALL

CORRECT. I HAD TO WRITE VERY FAST ON SOME OF

THEM ALONG WITH CHATTER ON THE SIDE IT WAS

HARD TO HEAR EVERYTHING.

HOPEFULLY WE WILL HAVE MORE ON HIE THREE

FLAGS CLASSIC IN THE NEXT NEWSLETTER

BONNIE DAVIS KD60FQ

For nllrsiclivc lips, speak nnrils of kindness.
For lovely eyes, seek out llic good in people.
For a slim tigurc, share your food with the hungrv-.
For bcnuliful hair, let a child run his lingers through it
once a <lay.
For poise, walk with the knowledge yon never walk alone.
Wc leave you a tradition of the future. The tender loving care
of human beings w ill never become obsolete.
People, even more than things, have to be restored, renewed,
revived, reclaimed, redeemed. Never tbrow anyone away.
Remember, if you ever need a helping hand, you'll find one at
the end of your arm.
As you grow older, you'll discover that you have two hands:
One for helping yourself, the .second for helping others.
You have great days still ahead of you.
May there he many of them.
(Orange County Register's Dear Abby)
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NCG COMPANY, the distributors of COfMET antennas, now stocks roof towers made by
CREATE In JAPAN. The above towers are now in stock at HAM RADIO OUTLET.

CR-18 6FT VERSION

CR-30 10FT VERSION

CR-45 18FT VERSION

AVAILABLE NOW IS THE NEW COMET UPGRADED VERSION OF THE "UHV-^"
ANTENNA DESIGNED F0R6 BAND OPERATION RIGHT OUT OF THE PACKAGE



FOR SALE:::;:;::::::SSSSSSSSS$

1996 BMW KiiOOLT

Showroom conditionll

AM FM Cassette, custom Russell "ALL DAY SEAT', flashing
tail and running lights, European right handle grip with
switches, Mechanical cruise control, Tool kit. Heated gripes,
extra wattage Head Lamp, Front shocks stiffened. Custom
variable horns. Freeway pegs & heel rests. Tank Bag &
Saddlebag Liners. $9250

John Helms WH6BJ <Jghelms@home.com>

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

ALTERNATE LIGHT FLASHER

Are you tired of mounting a strobe light or some other kind of
flashing light on your motorcycle?
Do you worry about It drawing too much current?
Do you feel that your four-way flasher is ineffective?
Jim's Alternate Light Flasher could solve your problems. It
will alternately flash any two lights, such as running lights,
turn signals or any other two lights you wish to add and the
current draw Is less than using your four-way flashers.

For more information:

Contact: Jim White KD6JES at (714) 865-7061 after 4 pm
Monday thru Friday and all day Saturday & Sunday.
<j Im kd6jes@netzero.net>

AMA NEWS a NOTES::

for the Politically Motivated Motorcyclist

Despite the fact that Al Gore fancies himself the supreme
environmentalist, Ciinton/Gore issued its blessing on a proposed
shopping mail in a Caristadt, NJ, wetlands area. The US Fish and
Wildlife Service, which had opposed the development for years,
reversed its position. Coincidentiy, following that reversal, the
development company's executives and their relatives gave more
than $31,000 to Gore's presidential campaign according to an
Associated Press story.
"We have written off rural America." — US Representative

Patrick Kennedy (D-RI), chairman of the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee, decribing the strategy
consistent woith the national party;s emphasis on the suburban
east and west coasts to win back seats needed to regain control of
Congress.
Further evidence of this strategy lies in the money requested and

needed by fire fighting professionals of the Department of Interior
that was drastically cut last year ($17 million) and again this year
($103 million). In fact, the Clinton/Gore White House slashed the
budget for the year 2001 to only $297 million.
This money was then earmarked for the Clinton/Gore lands

legacy that increased from $15 million to $49 million for this year
and increase from $49 million to $60 million for next year. This
money is to be used to purchase rural property to allow a new
democratic administration/congress to implement further control of
our land.

An Ohio bill that would prohibit anyone under the age of 11 from
riding as passengers on motorcycles has been introduced In the
Ohio legislature. Senate Bill 323, was introduced by Senator
Anthony Lateil, Jr. (D-Geauga, Trumbuil) on August 8 and referred

to the Senate Reference Committee. The only exception
for young passengers are those that are secured In a sidecar.

In general, the AMA believes that parents are best capable of
determining if their children should ride as passengers. Due to its
late introduction, it is unlikely that SB-323 will be considered this
session. However, it can be reintroduced when the new legislative
session begins in January, 2001. The AMA recommends you
send a short letter to the sponsor of the bill. Senator Lateil, as well
as to the Reference Committee Chairman, Senator Eugene Watts,
to express your opposition to SB-323. Letters can be mailed to
Ohio Senate, State House, Columbus, Ohio 43215

"Voup son just tpaded cup home fop a bike on an Intepnet auction site."

By Bunny Hoest 8. John Reiner

ORANGE COUNTY HONDA WELCOMES ALL "MARC"

MEMBERS.

ASK FOR JEFF FOR CLUB DlSCOUNTSfll!
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FROM THE

GOLDWING KINGS
HUNTINGTON BEACH

HUNTINGTON BEACH

CALIFORNIA JUSTIHUU
Billet Signal Mirrors for Valkyries

Introductory Special
$399.99 (reg. $459.99)

LAYAWAY AVAILABLE WestCo Maintenance*
PHONE ORDERS Free«Goidwinff Batteries
WELCOME ^

November Special!
STORE HOURS: $59.99 (reg. $79.99)
MON-FRI 9:00AM - 6:00PM
SAT g:OOAM - 5:00PM

TEL (714) 842-5533
FAX (714) 848-5492
E-MAIL hbhonda@prodigy.net
WEB www.hbhonda.com

WE SHIP ANYWHEREIIII

ASK FOR THE CHAPTER DISCOUNT
ON PARTS AND ACCESSORIESIII



"MARC YOUR CALENDARS FOR THE COMING EVENTSII!II!IIII!!III!!!II!!!II!!!!!!II!!!!!I

OCT 4,11,18,25- "MARC" NET ON BARN 447.550 PL 100 OR SIMPLEX 144.370 PL 100
7th & 8th-KS 150K FOR 2000

14-«MARC" MEETING 8 AM (LAKE VIEW CAFE**714-572 - 8521)
31-HALLOWEEN

NOV 1,8,15,22,29-"MARC" NET ON BARN 447.550 PL 100 OR SIMPLEX 144.370 PL 100
11- "MARC" BREAKFAST MEETING 8 AM ( LAKE VIEW CAFE**714-572 - 8521)
12- LOVE RIDE (BENEFITTING THE MDA 6 READ BY NINE PROGRAM)
23- BAPPY THANKSGIVING TO EACH

SPECIAL NOTE: MARC HOME PAGE: http://meinbers.hoine.net/ve6hgw/niarc/
MARC PERSONALS WEBSITES:

http: //www. telu8planet.net/piibllc/afrleaen/inArr-niftinh.htTf>
MARC LIST/DIGEST: marcdtelellsts.com

(OUR CALL FREQUENCY 144.370-PL 100 MARC SIMPLEX, CONDOR SYSTEM, 145.220 CLARA ft
THE BARN SYSTBM(447.550 PL 100)-MOST ARE MONITORED APPROXIMATELY 16-18 HRS A
DAY)

3 LINDBERG

IRVINE, CA. 92620-3367

OCTOBER 2000

fieXT MEETINGS:

OCTOBER l-f, 2000-8 A M AT LAKEVIEW CAFE.
2099 E. ORANGETHORPE, PLACENTIA
(ON CORNER OF LAKEVIEW S ORANOETHORPE)
91 FWY/I.AKEVIEW EXIT

NOVEMBER 11, 2000-8 AM AT LAKEVIEW CAFE,
2099 E. ORANGETTIORPE, PLACENTIA

(ON CORNER or LAKEVIEW* ORANGETHORPE)
91 FWYtAKEVlEW EXIT


